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The Walkley Foundation celebrates and
encourages excellence in Australian
journalism, telling the stories of our
nation and strengthening our democracy.
Adam Hourigan, The Daily Examiner, “Field on Fire”
Winner 2014 Nikon-Walkley Community/Regional Prize
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Andrew Quilty, TIME LightBox, “Baby Burn Victim in Boost Hospital”
Winner 2014 Nikon-Walkley Photo of the Year.
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Who we are
The Walkley Foundation is at the very heart of the Australian media.
It has been established to promote excellence in
journalism in all its forms including text, visual
arts, literature, film, video, television, photography,
documentary and radio.
A champion of innovation and a respected thought
leader, the Walkley Foundation generates vital
discussion on the future of our rapidly changing
industry and encourages journalism that enriches our
communities.
The well-known Walkley Awards for Excellence in
Journalism recognise and reward superlative Australian

Walkley winners 2014
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journalism. The awards’ association with the best in
corporate Australia goes back to their inception in
1956 by Sir William Gaston Walkley, founder of Ampol
Petroleum.
The Walkley Foundation hosts an exciting, yearround program of industry and public events,
innovation showcases, training sessions and awards
to promote excellence in journalism. It publishes The
Walkley Magazine, Australia’s leading media industry
publication and advocates vigorously for press freedom
in Australia and around the world.

Chair’s Report

Quentin Dempster
Trustee & Chair Walkley Advisory Board, 2014

T

he Walkley Foundation for Journalism is
Australia’s peak industry body promoting
excellence in the Australian media.
The Walkley Awards are Australia’s most
prestigious media accolades, with their gala
ceremony firmly established as the Australian media’s
night of nights. Broadcast nationally, the annual
awards night draws the cream of our news media
community together with business and political
leaders to celebrate all that is great about Australian
journalism.
The work of the Walkley Foundation is guided by key
directions to:
•	Promote excellence in journalism, visual art,
literature, film, video, television, photography,
documentary and radio
•	Encourage and support innovative, vibrant media that
meets the information needs of the community and
serves Australian democracy
•	Guide the industry and craft through change
•	Promote community understanding of journalism and
its value
The Foundation continues to work with the Media
Entertainment & Arts Alliance (MEAA) to offer a
range of professional development opportunities, an
awards program and The Walkley Magazine for MEAA
members and the broader community of journalists.
The media revolution continues to transform the
craft of journalism, challenging journalists and media
companies to keep up with new technologies and
audience habits. Old business models are being shaken
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up, editorial production has been turned on its head,
and distribution methods are splintering.
Industry change has meant the Walkley program has
had to diversify. Our traditional role of benchmarking
and promoting excellence in journalism ismore
important than ever. But now we are also directing
our resources into two vital areas: first, engaging the
public in valuing journalism and second, working with
journalists to build the skills and media we need in this
new landscape.
In this we face the challenge of managing the
demand for our work driven by the changes in
journalism, and ensuring we are able to build our
income to sustain our activities.

We are committed to ensuring
the awards keep up with industry
changes and remain appropriate and
relevant through regular reviews.
We will continue to build the Walkley community of
journalists and non-fiction media creators, as well as
audiences for the broader Walkley program.
This year we consolidated the celebration of
Australian journalism with a mid-year event bringing
together the growing list of awards, scholarships and
grants outside of the main Walkley awards program.

Chair’s Report

These include the Young Journalist of the Year
Awards, the Freelance Award, the Jacoby scholarship
and the Walkley Grants for Innovation in Journalism.
The demands on the Walkley Foundation continue
to grow. The Walkley Innovation program launched
in 2014 and has quickly found a keen community
looking for support. The Storyology program
provides a platform where a disparate community of
journalists and content creators can share and learn
together.
The real challenge is how to fund this demand at
a time when media companies are facing their own
financial constraints. To effectively sustain its current
level of activities and reach, the Foundation needs to
raise more than $1 million in sponsorship each year.
Today, we are working to strengthen the
Foundation’s status as a not-for-profit organisation.
We are taking a holistic approach to building
philanthropic partnerships to help achieve our
goal of having the best possible media serving
our democracy. That means more support for
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Brett Costello, The Daily Telegraph “Waratahs Win”
Walkley-Nikon finalist, Sports Photography

professional development, and more advocacy for
the importance of journalism to our nation. Together,
we expect these measures to strengthen the
Foundation’s work into the future for years to come.
In 2015 I have stepped down as the Chair of
Walkley Advisory board, but remain a Trustee of the
Walkleys. We are proud to welcome a new Walkley
Advisory Board Chair, Kate McClymont, investigative
reporter for the Sydney Morning Herald. Kate is a
five-time Walkley winner, including the Gold Walkley,
and brings over 25 years of experience in journalism
to the role.

CEO’s Report
Guiding the industry through change

Jacqueline Park, CEO
Walkley Foundation

T

he Walkley Foundation continues to grow and
expand its programs to become a leader on media
issues in Australia today.
It is vital that the Walkleys is able to consolidate
its growth in programming and partnerships while
also preparing for the future and the role it will play as
the industry changes.
While the Walkley Foundation is funded primarily
through the generous support of sponsors, it is the
goodwill of the industry that keeps the Foundation going
– in terms of contributions to the industry discussion
through the many public and industry forums, the
magazine and online, the time and effort contributed by
judges and the way many senior journalists share their
knowledge and experience at the many professional
forums leading up the awards each year. This is
undoubtedly the strength of the program and one we
should continue to foster and promote.

Valuing journalism

When journalism is under pressure and public support
for journalism is challenged, there is a natural role for
the Walkleys in creating greater understanding of the
perceived value of journalism in the broader community.
Central to this strategy is our public and industry
outreach program, activated through talks and
exhibitions, festival engagement and Storyology. All
these events create opportunities for journalists to
explain and discuss their craft and the role it plays in
civil society. We’ll continue to nurture the relationships
that support this outreach and look for new platforms.
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We know that journalists are looking for the skills and
inspiration to embrace new technology and business
opportunities, and to take their craft in new directions.
With this in mind we aim to curate a program that
offers professional development opportunities across
the full range of storytelling genres and platforms, from
short talks to day-long training and longer conferences.
Storyology headlines this program and has been built
off the back of the international outreach program and
the many relationships and ideas this generates.
A strong line-up of leading international and local
speakers, and sessions ranging from classic narrative
craft to cutting-edge journalism tools and practice, is
central to the success of Storyology. Also important is
the broad range of partners we attract.
Supporting would-be media innovators is a
growing and important part of our strategy. With
230 applications for the Walkley innovation grants
over two years, we know journalists have ideas for
new media initiatives. Our goal to put journalists,
and the principles of journalism, at the centre of
media innovation has driven the growth of the grants
program. This year we’ve distributed $70,000
in grants to six promising projects for innovative
storytelling or new digital journalism start-up ideas
that are doable, have the right team and benefit for
journalism.
We know that as important as the grants are, we are
also creating a community of journalism innovators
who are benefiting from connecting with each other.
In this sense the Walkley Foundation is a natural
connector, and we’ll continue to use this advantage
to bring a range of experts and ideas to the table. As
part of this year’s judging process we introduced a
development workshop stage, which helped create
a supportive and positive community who felt more
empowered about their entrepreneurial goals and who
want to keep in touch with each other. The six funded
projects will also document their journey as a condition
of their grants.
We want to build more links with technology and
business communities, and explore the possibilities for
instituting a formalised mentoring process to support
grant winners. Priorities now will be to grow and
consolidate the grants and explore innovative ways to
source, judge and support proposals, including using
crowd funding platforms. We’ll continue to break
down barriers to innovation and to provide thought
leadership through our communications and outreach.

CEO’s Report
Our key program areas in 2014-15 are summarised
below:
1. Walkley Awards Program
•	The 59th Walkley Awards for Excellence in
Journalism returned to Sydney with over 800
guests. Thanks to our broadcast partner, the ABC,
the event was streamed live in ABC iView on the
night. In 2014 we received 1414 entries; this was
a great result and equal to the number of entries
received in 2013.
•	The Walkley Young Australian Journalist of the
Year Awards recognised excellence among up-andcoming journalists aged 26 and under. In 2015 we
received 120, on par with past years.
•	The State Media Awards are managed by the
Walkley Foundation on behalf of MEAA. Held
annually in Tasmania, Queensland, South Australia,
Western Australia, NSW and the Northern Territory,
all the state media awards programs have grown
steadily.
•	The Walkley Freelancer of the Year Award
continues to grow and rewards excellence in a
growing sector of journalism. In 2014 we received
50 entries, with numbers steadily growing each
year.
2.	Building communities and networking: conferences
and public talks
•	Our annual festival of storytelling, Storyology, was
held in Sydney on December 1-4, with more than
500 media and creative professionals participating.
Under the Storyology banner, we have set out to
create a broad community of journalists and media
creators, which allows us to stage a larger event
and offer a range of speakers and masterclasses.
More than 120 speakers participated in 2015,
including 14 from overseas (the USA, UK,
Indonesia, India, Thailand, Malaysia and New
Zealand). The four day program included a special
focus on innovation and freelance, as well as the
importance and skills of storytelling.
•	CommsDirect 2015, held in Melbourne, explored
key issues for communications professionals,
focusing on crisis management, campaigning and
pitching to the changing newsroom. Over 110
delegates participated in the one-day program, with
training workshops offered in addition to the main
program.
•	The Walkley Foundation offers journalism
internships throughout the year, giving final-year
university students a valuable opportunity to get
industry exposure and experience.
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•	Supported by a bequest from Anita Jacoby,
the Nine Network and AFTRS, the JacobyWalkley Scholarship moved into its second year
in 2014. Megan Stafford and Kirrily Schwarz
were awarded the scholarship. The prize
included an internship at Channel Nine for six
weeks, followed by a further six weeks at The
Walkley Foundation. Both Stafford and Schwarz
were offered paid positions as a result of the
scholarship.
•	As part of our public program, the monthly
Walkley Media Talks continued in partnership
with the State Library of NSW, which promoted
the series as part of its events program.
The talks featured some of Australia’s most
respected and experienced journalists in
conversation on hot topics and media industry
issues.
•	The Walkley Foundation Training Program
attracted 184 participants to 11 training
events, including intensive digital media
bootcamps, in four states, across digital media
skills, photojournalism, data journalism, audio
storytelling and writing.
3.	Showcasing outstanding images: The NikonWalkley Photography Program
•	The annual Nikon-Walkley Press Photography
Exhibition was shown in Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane and Newcastle.
•	Our annual Slide Night in Sydney in May as part
of the Head On Photography festival. 23 entries
were submitted with the main prize being taken
out by Nikon-Walkey Award winner Justin
McManus from The Age.
•	In 2014, we developed a new partnership with
the State Library of Victoria which hosted the
Nikon-Walkley Press Photography Exhibition for
the very first time. The Walkley Foundation also
staged a panel discussion on photojournalism
there, which was well attended.
•	The Walkley Foundation continues its outreach
program through engagement with festivals and
community-building activities.
4. 	Keeping in touch: Communications, advocacy
and research
•	The Walkley Magazine: Inside the Media in
Australia & New Zealand produced four issues
in 2014 -2015, showcasing the Walkley
program and creating an important platform for
industry discussions.

CEO’s Report
•	The Walkley Foundation website and social media
platforms, including Facebook and Twitter, continue
to build strong networks of journalists, industry
partners and other stakeholders. Events, awards and
the conference programs are all heavily promoted to
members through these media.
•	We are actively engaging with social media to
increase our number of followers, build conversations
around journalism and events in the media industry,
and promote events to expand our marketing reach
beyond journalists. We also create podcasts of our
major talks.
5.	Encouraging long-form journalism: The Walkley
Literary and Documentary Programs
•	In 2014 The Walkley Book Award received over
60 entries, consistent with the past four years.
Documentary Award entry numbers increased to 36.
•	2014 Walkley Book Award winner Paul Kelly, The
Australian travelled to China for the Australian
Embassy-supported Australian Writers Week and
Beijing Writers’ Festival with events in Beijing and
Shanghai.
•	2013 Walkley Documentary Award winner Bentley
Dean also attended the Ubud Writers’ Festival in
Bali to showcase his and Martin Butler’s winning
work First Footprints.
•	The Walkley Foundation again partnered with
the India International Centre (IIC) to host a
documentary festival for our finalists in New Delhi.
The festival, entitled “Stories from Australia: A
Festival of Award Winning Films”, will showcase
the past two years of Walkley documentary
winners and finalists.
•	Collaboration continues with the Sydney, Perth,
Brisbane and Byron Bay Festivals to develop panels
of award nominees, journalists, authors and longform creatives to promote the work of Walkley
Award winners and discussion around journalism.
•	The Foundation developed a partnership with the
Australian Pacific Screen Awards (APSA) to ensure
that our three short-listed documentary finalists
were automatically entered into APSA’s Best
Documentary category. We also continued our
relationship with the Brisbane Asia Pacific Film
Festival (formally BIFF) to take our documentary
finalists to a wider audience and help promote
the awards. The works of our three finalists in
the Walkley Documentary Award were featured
in a special Walkley Documentary Showcase as
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part of the festival. The festival also featured a
Q&A session between finalists Amin Palangi and
Quentin Dempster.
6. Promoting press freedom
•	The 2015 Press Freedom Australia Dinner was
held on May 1 to raise money for the Media Safety
and Solidarity Fund. More than 380 journalists and
corporate representatives attended the event at The
Ivy Ballroom, Sydney.
•	The dinner, managed by the Walkley Foundation on
behalf of MEAA’s Media Solidarity and Safety Fund,
launched and promoted the annual State of Press
Freedom in Australia report, providing an analysis
and overview of the state of Australia’s media.
•	Sandra Sully hosted the event, and multiple
Walkley Award-winning journalist and author Ross
Coulthart delivered the keynote address. Cartoonist
Cathy Wilcox also spoke about the dangers that
cartoonists face.
7. Asia Pacific Program
•	The Walkley Foundation conducts regular media
exchange programs to build knowledge and
understanding between Australia and the AsiaPacific region.
	•	With support from the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, which identifies such exchanges
as a critical platform for Australia’s independent
policy voice and public diplomacy outreach we
seek to create new links and an ongoing dialogue
between Asian journalists and the corporate, media
and government sectors in Australia to increase
their understanding about the economic, social and
political climate in Australia as well as facilitate
public diplomacy in the Asia Pacific.
•	Senior Australian journalists have led the Walkley
engagement in the Asia Pacific, coordinated with
our diplomatic missions, corporate and media
partners and literary and documentary festivals
across the region.
•	Equally, The Walkley Foundation has hosted
some of the Asia Pacific region’s most senior and
innovative editors and journalists on our shores,
where they have met representatives of media
organisations and participated in literary and
documentary festivals.
•	In 2014-2015 we sent Australian journalists to
India and Korea and hosted Korean journalists in
Australia.

Our supporters
The Walkleys are all about being the best. It is a
philosophy we share with our partners – companies
and individuals who share our vision of a vibrant,
professional and independent media.
The ongoing support of high-calibre media
organisations and corporate Australians is essential
to the Walkley Foundation’s achievements. Their
commitment to the Walkley Foundation is their public
declaration that an independent, ethical and robust
media remains an essential facet of our democracy. In
Australia, the Walkley Foundation continues to lead the
development of journalism-focused philanthropy.

We wish to offer thanks and appreciation to all our
supporters for their generous financial, pro-bono support
and volunteer services throughout 2014-15.

BDO is one of the largest professional services firms in Australia offering full-spectrum audit, tax and advisory services.
BDO is proud to be auditing the 60th Walkley Awards for Excellence in Journalism.
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Governance

T

he Walkley Foundation is a company limited
by guarantee (ABN 164 809 349) and
registered with the Australian Charities and
Not-For-Profit Commission. It works with
the Media, Entertainment & Arts Alliance (MEAA)
to build a community of journalists, storytellers,
practitioners of narrative non-fiction and other
creative industry workers committed to media
across all platforms that is free, ethical and of
high quality.
The Walkley Foundation was originally
constituted in 2000 under MEAA by-laws as a
fully autonomous organisation. Its tasks were to
organise the Walkley Awards, advance the interests
of professional and ethical journalism, implement
education and training programs for journalists and
advance the interests of the Australian Journalists
Assocation section of MEAA.

Walkley Foundation Limited Directors
(Trustees)
The Walkley Foundation Limited directors are
the three nationally elected officials of the media
section of MEAA, the federal secretary of MEAA
and the Walkley Advisory Board chair. Together,
they may appoint up to two additional directors.
The directors of the Walkley company are known as
the Walkley Foundation Trustees.
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The 2014-15 Walkley Foundation Trustees were:

Stuart Washington,
President Media
Section, MEAA

Philippa McDonald,
Vice-President Media
Section, MEAA
(Term ended April 2015)

Gina McColl,
Vice-President Media
Section, MEAA

 hris Warren, Federal
C
Secretary, MEAA
(Resigned April 2015)

Quentin Dempster AM,
2014 Chair, Walkley
Advisory Board, Trustee

Laurie Oakes,
appointed director

Kate McClymont, 2015
Chair, Walkley Advisory
Board, Trustee
(Appointed April 2015)

Michael Janda
Vice-President
Media Section, MEAA
(Appointed April 2015)
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Governance
The Walkley Advisory Board

Walkley Advisory Board members in 2014-15 were:

The members of the Walkley Advisory Board play a pivotal
role. All senior members of the Australian media industry,
they are responsible for judging the overall winners of the
Walkley Awards for Excellence in Journalism after the
first tier of judging, and advising the Walkley Foundation
directors on matters relating to the awards.
They are excellent ambassadors for the Walkley
Foundation and a shining example of achievement
in the field.

Hedley Thomas, national
chief correspondent,
The Australian

Narelle Hooper, editor,
AFR BOSS Magazine
(Term ended 2014)

Liz Jackson, reporter,
ABC
(Term ended 2014)

John Stanley, weekend
breakfast presenter,
Radio 2UE

James Kirby, managing
editor, Eureka Report
(Term ended 2014)

Jill Baker, deputy editor,
Herald Sun

Nick Moir, photographer,
The Sydney Morning
Herald

Anne Davies, senior
reporter, The Sydney
Morning Herald

Angelos Frangopoulos,
CEO, Australian News
Channel

Jonathan Richards,
Google Creative Lab

Sandra Sully, journalist
and senior editor, TEN
Eyewitness News
(Term began 2015)

Quentin Dempster,
presenter 7.30 NSW,
ABC TV. Walkley Advisory
Board Chair 2014
(Term ended 2014)

The Walkley Foundation Staff
A small, dedicated team bring the Foundation’s vision to
life. Staff members in 2014–15 were:
•	Jacqueline Park, CEO
•	Louisa Graham, General Manager
•	Jan Sinclair, National Events Manager
•	Anna Magnus, National Manager State Media Awards
•	Lauren Dixon, Awards & Marketing Manager
•	Clare Fletcher, Program Manager
•	Bridie Moran, Communications & Partnerships
Manager
•	Barbara Blackman, Administration Manager

Michael Beach, deputy
editor, The West
Australian

Marina Go, general
manager, Hearst Bauer
Media Brands

Kate McClymont
Walkley Advisory Board
Chair, 2015

Claire Harvey, deputy
editor, The Sunday
Telegraph
(Term began 2015)

Fran Kelly, Presenter,
ABC Radio National
Breakfast
(Term began 2015)

Lisa Wilkinson,
Co-host Today breakfast
Show. Editor-At-Large,
Huffington Post Australia
(Term began 2015)
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Walkley Foundation Limited
Walkley Foundation Limited
(ABN: 99 164 809 349)
Financial Report
Year ended 30 June 2015

General information
The financial report covers solely the Walkley Foundation Limited as an individual entity. The financial report is presented in
Australian dollars, which is Foundation’s functional and presentation currency.
The Walkley Foundation Limited is a not for profit company limited by guarantee.
The financial report was authorised for issue, in accordance with a resolution of directors, on 16 December 2015. The directors
have the power to amend and reissue the financial report.
The Financial Report has been prepared and audited by BDO.
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